S TA R T YO U R PAT H TOWA R D B ECO M I N G A

WORLD CLASS TECHNICIAN.

Y O U R F U T U R E B E G I N S A T A G M D E A L E R S H I P.

A CAREER THAT GIVES YOU WHAT YOU’RE WORTH

If you’re just starting out or in need of a career change, becoming an automotive technician is a great choice for those who are driven to
succeed. This industry provides plenty of opportunities to improve your skills and move up in your career—as well as increase your salary.
There are also tons of ways to enter this field—while GM ASEP provides a great program, you can become a part of this industry and
achieve success with experience from any trade school or high school program, from the GM Shifting Gears military program, or, if you’re
motivated, even with no experience at all.
With technology constantly advancing, the automotive industry is moving into a new chapter. GM’s ultimate goal is an all-electric future—
and we’re making new strides every day. Join us on the cutting edge and make your mark on the future—start working toward opportunities
to become a World Class Technician and beyond with a career that allows for growth and success.

LEVERAGE YOUR SKILLS I N OTHER AREAS
The skills you develop as a technician can also allow you to branch out into additional roles outside of technician work that may be more suited
to your areas of interest. For example:
Customer Service–Interested in utilizing your automotive knowledge while also taking advantage of your people skills for more face-to-face
interaction with customers? As a Service Advisor, you can work with customers to identify their needs and schedule service and
maintenance appointments.
Management–If you’re looking to move into a position with more responsibility, becoming the manager of the Parts Department or Service
Operations can involve overseeing dozens of technicians and hundreds of maintenance orders daily.
Shop Foreman–The shop foreman serves as the supervisor for everything that goes on in the dealership. As a foreman, you’ll hire and train
new technicians, oversee maintenance, and lend your expertise to complex repairs when necessary.
Ownership–With the right experience and drive, you could have the opportunity to own your own local dealership.
Annual income ranges and timing for advancement are industry-wide OEM dealership statistics as reported through Go Project Shift research. Source: goprojectshift.com
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